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Abstract 

The use pf the flux-gate magnetometer as a sensitive 

measuring instrument for investigating the magnetic > 

properties of superconductors is discussed. The construction 

of a magnetometer is described and an analysis of the system 

is included. The magnetic properties considered are the 

Meissner effect, the "London field", and quantized trapped 

magnetic flux. 

The results of a Meissner effect experiment are given. 

In this case, an Indium sample is placed inside a hollow 

Tin cylinder in a uniform external magnetic field. The 

temperature is lowered until the cylinder becomes super¬ 

conducting. The magnetic flux within the cylinder is then 

a constant^ and as the sample becomes superconducting, the 

field inside the cylinder will rise. This transition cans 

be detected with the magnetometer. 

Three critical points were obtained, and compared to 

recent measurements by Shaw, Mapother, and Hopkins. The 

three points were Tc -3*39^°K <§ He. 1.1 Gauss, Tccr 3• 3^J°K 

@ Hr 4.859 Gauss, and Tc - 3.330°K % 11*92 Gauss. The 

comparison gave errors of -10, -8* and 0 millidegrees, 

respectively. 

To make the comparison to the data by Shaw, et. al., 

a least squares fit to their data was made using a standard 

computer program. The critical curve can be represented by, 

- aini'i TtS a T*. 
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I» Introduction 

Hie first observed property of superconductors was that 
1 

of perfect conductivity. On the basis of perfect conductivity, 

it can be shown that whatever magnetic field exists within the 

perfect conductor cannot be changed by changing the external 

field. This means that the magnetic field inside a superconductor 

depends only on the field present when the specimen becomes 

a perfect conductor. Using this approach, the state of a 

superconductor in a magnetic field depends on its past 

history* 

At a later time, it was observed that the magnetic 

induction B vanished inside a pure superconductor.2 This is 

the second fundamental property of superconductors. The 

state of a pure superconductor Is therefijre. a independent of 

its history. If B is zero, then 

B’H +4171*0' 

implies that 

x - 
±L 

d .i) 

(1*2) 

where I *• magnetization, 

He - external field present at transition. 

The above discussion assumes that the field at the 

surface is the same everywhere (i.e. an infinite cylinder 

in a uniform external field). To extend the result we take 
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the case of a superconducting ellipsoid in a uniform field H . 
© 

We shall suppose that He is parallel to the major axis of the 

ellipsoid, If the demagnetizing coefficient is ^IT O and the 

permeability is J>i , the general solution for the field 

distribution is given by the equations^ 

Inside: 

■s - ^71, 
7} r'Hi'n (ft-17), 
X • ( a -17)/ 

/l) IT ; 

d-3) 

Outside s 

B - 7? z 74 + f Aa-d $ 
(1.4) 

where (£> is the solution of V $ ” & appropriate to a 

uniform distribution of magnetization JZ~ over the ellipsoid. 

For the special case ? O, the solution inside the 

specimen reduces to 

8-- o. 

(1-5) 
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We shall need the following /boundary conditions} (a) H is 

tangential at the outside surface> • (b) H decreases with 'distance 

from the surface, and (c) the tangential component of H 

is continuous across the boundary, Then, if we take © to 

be the angle between the normal and H , 
. .. O • . 

/4 ; 
'V-o) (1.6) 

at any point just outside the surface* 

For an example, take the case of the superconducting 

sphere. Here the demagnetizing factor is 1/3, At the 

equator of the sphere the field will be 3/2He* So, whenever 

the external field exceeds 2/3Hc, where HQ is the critical 

field, the destruction of superconductivity will begin to 

take place. It would seem that this would just destroy a thin 

superconducting region at the equator. However, this is not 

the case. When the field first exceeds Hc at any point, the 

entire sphere goes into a uniform wintermediate state” (With 

UK B H ' and H - He* The sample remains in this state until 

Hg J Hci when the entire sample becomes normal* Therefore the 

Meissner effect will not be complete until > 

The most fundamental magnetic property of superconductors 
J ’ ■ • 

is the Meissner effect* However, there are other magnetic 

properties of interest* The first of these is the “London 

field” of a rotating superconductor*^ This effect can be 

understood if one transforms to a coordinate system rotating 

with the. superconductor* If the superconductor is rotating 
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with a constant angular velocity CX, then the velocities in 

a coordinate system rotating with velocity XX are given by 

/ s ^ •- A- X /S 

and therefore the momentum is, 

(1 *1) 

P T p ~ ff ^ (1,8) 

inhere eA/c is the potential momentum. For an ordinary 

conductor in an external magnetic field the momentum of the 

electrons is given by • , : , 

~p p. £/f 
r ■ ^ (1-9) 

inhere A is the usual vector potential. Comparing equations 

1.8 and 1 *9 we see that 1.8 will he identical with 1 *9 if 

the vector potential A in equation 1.8 is replaced hy an , 

effective vector potential A*, 

6- "rC >5 ' 

-T" fi x ft . 
(1.10) 

As the effective magnetic field H' must be zero in a superconductor 

(Meissner effect), then 

// ^ ” tuJiL P) f j 

o2 CL, 
,/y * 

-- (3. 

■O. 

(1.11) 

BO 
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N -• J\ 
(1.12) 

A second magnetic effect is the existence of "quantized” 

units of magnetic flux in a superconducting ring. This 

effect was first discussed by London.5 It is well known 

that a magnetic flux can be trapped in a superconducting ring, 

but London suggested that it could only occur in units of 

The flux quantum has been measured and found to occur in 

Measurements of the Meissner effect are usually accomplished 

by placing the sample inside a coil with many turns, with 

both in a uniform external magnetic field. A ballistic 

galvonometer is connected to the coil, and its deflection 

measured when the superconducting sample is pulled quickly 

from the coil. The deflection of the galvonometer is then 

proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample. The 

experiment must be done in external fields greater than about 

1 gauss, unless extremely sensitive galvonometers are used. 

Measurements of quantized flux in superconducting 

cylinders have been made by 1») vibrating the sample at a 

- 7 <2J 

- C rm • 

(1.13) 
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high requency inside a coil with many tunas and measuring the 

6 
induced voltage, and 2.) attaching the sample to a torsion 

pendulum and measuring the change in restoring constant when a 

large external field is applied*7 Bothethese methods require 

that the B field he fairly high, so the area of the hole in 

the cylinder is made very small. In both cases the samples 

were thin films plated oh wires of about 1cm. diameter. 

Neither method seems to have adequate sensitivity for 

measurements in samples with larger hole diameters. 

For measurement of the ”I»ondon field”, the methods of 

1*) and 2,) above are not applicable as the sample must be 

rotated at high speed while the measurement is made. An 

unsuccessful attempt to measure this field used a cylindrical 

sample with its axis inclined at an angle with respect to the 

rotation axis, A coil placed around the sample should then 

see an induced voltage. 

The object ot this research is the development of a 

magnetic measuring apparatus capable of detecting the fields 

associated with the magnetic properties discussed above. 

For this purpose, I have undertaken the design of a flux- 

gate magnetometer of high sensitivity* 

If a sample is placed in a superconducting cylinder with 

a trapped magnetic flux, the flux will remain constant. If 

the sample also goes superconducting, it expells its flux, 

and the field Inside the cylinder will Increase. If the 

field is measured with a flux-gate magnetometer, the change 
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in field will give a direct indication of the Meissner effect. 

The sensitivity of the magnetometer will determine the 

minimum value of field that can he used* 

For measurement of the “London field", a hollow cylindrical 

sample is rotated about its axis, with the flux-gate magnetometer 

placed inside the hole. The magnetometer will then give a 

direct reading of the field. The experiment has been done 

by Hiidebrandt,^ and by G. A, King and myself^® at Rice 

University. 

For measuring quantized flux, I plan to construct a 

magnetometer in the shape of a "C". If a cylinder with a 

flux <p> trapped in it is placed in the air gap, and the 
external field is reduced to zero, the only flux in the 

magnetometer core should be that which was trapped in the 

cylinder. In this way, I hope to measure the value of the 

flux quantum* At this writing, this experiment has not been 

attempted. 

4 
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II. Experimental Apparatus and Theory 

The Meissner effect experiment was carried out in a 

dewar system and solenoid described elsewhere.. ^ The 

solenoid was'end-corrected, with a current supply for 

applying constant external magnetic fields! an automatic 

pressure regulating servo system controlled the temperature 

of the He bath# As its construction was not a part of 

this work, only those parts which have a direct hearing on 

the theory and corrections to the results will be 

discussed# 
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A. Theory of Measurement 

The experimental arrangement for measuring the Meissner 

effect is shown in Fig 1. The superconducting sample is 

placed inside a cylinder Of superconducting material which 

ha3 a transition temperature higher than the sample. Also 

inside the cylinder is a long solenoid surrounding a self- 

balancing magnetometer probe; The external dimensions and 

properties of the parts are listed in Table 1. In operation, 

the external field is set to a value Be. The temperature 

is then lowered until the cylinder becomes superconducting. 

The flux within the cylinder will then remain constant so 

where Be - external field, 

rc = radius of cylinder. 

In this analysis the cylinder, solenoids, and sample will be 

assumed to have infinite length. The current in the null 

solenoid in is set to give a zero reading on the magnetometer. 

The field attthe sample will then be 

(2.1) 

where rn - radius of null solenoid 

(2-2) 
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Figure 1. Meissner effect experimental apparatus 
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If the temperature is now lowered to the transition 

temperature of the sample, the field inside the sample xid.ll 

drop to a value BQ due to the Meissner effect. For a complete 

Meissner effect Bs - 0. The magnetometer will see this 

change and a current will flow in the balancing coil to 

return the field at the magnetometer to zero. Under these 

circumstances 

<P, - n (^-1, tf Bc.'* n tBn 
7T ^ iSs, 

where rm = radius of magnetometer balance coil, 

(3-3) 

rg > radius of sample, 

B^ = field inside null solenoid. 

In the above equation there is only one unknown 

as we know 

'' Kn, C«v ; 

Be - in, 
B/- £ + B. 

(z.4) 

(2-5) n c- 

where K - coil constant in gauss/amp. 

i - current in amps. 

Using this method of measurement, there will be a finite 

transition width, even with a infinite cylindrical sample• 

The sample begins its transition with an external field Bc, 
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but after the transition It is in a higher field B *. 
0 

As discussed in the introduction, there will also be a 

transition width due to sample shape* As was shown, the sample 

will be in the intermediate state from 

(a.6) 
so the transition width =r will be 

For a long thin ellipsoid it can be shown that.; 12 

(2-T) _ . • , 
^ J a* n “ 0) (2.8) 

where d - a/b, 

a s major axis of ellipsoid, 

b -r minor axis of ellipsoid. 

In order to draw a critical curve of He versus Tc, a 

convention must be established defining the transition point. 

The onset of the Meissner effect is taken to be this point. 
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B. Fiux~p;ate Hagneotmeters 

The fltuc-gate magnetometer has found wide technical use 

in a number of fields. There is.' a wide variety of possible 

circuit and probe configurations covered in the 

literature.^3* 1^* 1.5* 1&* 1J*- 1B $|0S£ Df probes discussed 

in the literature are fairly large, as the sensitivity of 

the system is a direct function of the size of the core. He 

have undertaken the difficult job of building a small probe 

with high sensitivity. 

The flux-gate magnetometer is one of a family of devices 

that depends upon the simultaneous and independent application 

of a symmetric time varying and a steady magnetizing force 

to a ferromagnetic core. If only a symmetric magnetizing 

force is applied to a ferromagnetic core, the induction 

wave form will also be symmetric. The symmetry implies that 

only the fundamental and odd harmonics will be present. If a 

steady field is applied in addition, then the induction waveform 

will lose its symmetry due to the non-linear action of the 

ferromagnetic core, and even harmonics will appear in the 

waveform. The even harmonics will then indicate a steady 

field• 

Three configurations of the flux-gate magnetometer have 

been studied. The coil drive probe (fig 2a) is the simplest 

type, In this case the drive voltage is coupled directly 

into the pick-up coil, sothe even harmonics must be detected 
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^ j C. WIRE DRIVE 

Fig****© 80 Flus*gats@ magnetometer ©cnfigB&ations' 

1 
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in the presence of large odd harmonic signals. The balanced 

coil drive (fig 2b) uses two cores to get around the coupling 

problem. The drive coils are connected so the coupled signals 

cancel in the pick-up coil. The third type (fig 2c) uses no 

drive coil at all. Here the current flowsiin the ferromagnetic 

core and the £?rive field is in quadrature with the pick-up 

coil, so there is no direct coupling between the two. 
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1. Analysis 

In order to compare the three types of probes, an 

analysis of each type will be made. 0"* course, due to the 

complications of the system* an idealised case must be taken, 

but it is hoped this approach will, .yield an honest evaluation, 

One of the first problems is to find an expression for 

the B-H curve. It is possible to fit an experimental curve 

with a power series of the forml3 
n 

•2 m * I 

) (2-9) 

but then our answers would also be in series form and make 

/3= 2 
f*i-0 

CO H 

comparison of the three systems difficult. The approach we 

14 will take follows Greiner. 

f8) “ 02\A,i, /*/ 

where B and H are reduced quantities defined by 

We take the expression to be 

f2 10) 

S' * 
rr s 

s 
•$ J 

(211) 

H , £ ^ /V 

where Bs - saturation induction 

lie then define the additional quantities 

(? i?) 

(2-13) 

A- £ ^ V 
) (2.14) 
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(2‘l6) 

a s j
z % d, 

(2-15) 

where Hm = steady field to he measured, 

A- peak value of magnetising field* 

We will assume the magnetising field to be sinusoidal, i*e. 

(X S'jh 

r£hen the voltage induced in the pick-up coil will be 

^ “~fJC in-’ . 

Using our reduced units and letting we get 

\/~ . aci?j UJ Jjf? 
TT~ m 

where C - area of core, 

OJ c angular frequency. 

Case 1 * the single coil drive. In this case the 

magnetising field will be 

4 » H 'kWlhy', 

so eq. 2*10 gives 

(i r- OK ■k* lllta*/h0 

and eq. 2*17 gives 

QtoU 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

^ 1 11 Oi iciM)1* 
(2.20) 



In the detector we will filter out all but the second harmonic, 

so we need to. find this component of , 

\T~^ t ('^ C4& nuk + ^ UU>T£»J)^ 

h = o (221) 

where 

/ 
^V' /7 ^CXJ (-XJ /c^ /)X dx (2.22) 

^ ^ ' irj[(xj 7 
^ -J (2.23) 

The second harmonic terms are all we need, so we only have 

to calculate ag and bg. 

We see that 

& “ - /T _ 
•i nj /T 

/■ /y X ^ X d X 

xJ (2 24) 

A A ' 

J + C h * & 

^ ^ ^Ce&X &L* AX cliffy* h-G, <^xj 

J7+ (h iCL t(h - <2 ^(2.25) 

but under the conditions 

^ <1 Cu O^JL J7 <^L <C J y 

L, 

* 7?' 
^ r -K, J U e~4-4>X. CJ^JXOIX 

/ i ar&U; x ) 

-- O 

(2.26) 
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L * - /( 
/'V^X Ct*u zxdy 

FT -J0 l/ + a*'yJ 

If we make the substitutions 

L-^> - «p? ^ 

and 

D * 
^ + 0~ 

(2.27) 

this can be put into the form 

^) a) u> k - -tf,i> 4" II 
(.£) " Q*o~<jJ * 

The integral can be broken up into four terms 

^ // 4^ +- I_i - j /? 

(2-28) 

^ f.—L—. f De^if ^ d 4^ ? _Q\ 
"■"a LQ~CiKU J) J° (p •• CJHS <+SJ tJ 

»r rft 
d UJ Dd L*> f* 

~~'6 LOcoHUil 
The last two terras are found to be equal, so, 

O' 

IsO^S jSj"~ l Jo-*-* 4 -K j-ff 

el b 
CJvc, 

f 0*-i p-/ 

D 

/ y 

( / - KS? * / ) 

CL 

'fa,* t l 
(2.30) 

Ca.se 2, balanced coil drive- In this case we have two 

parallel cores driven 18O0 out of phase so 
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Oho h -t- e* idXnU x) 

L ^ ~ AX'CS £a^. [_/)-<&, xj 

and 

(2*30 

(2*32) 

b - 

'/Z. jj&t (_h f- a, jd*~^x) + OMs ic^(^h- & 

The voltage induced in the pick-up coil will be 

(2-33) 

r=- 
Cl X 

/ ^Chf-a XIXMXJ 
Using the relation 

CL. X 

/ -t(h - a XL^X 
(2-34) 

j b xL. ex-* 
7 J 

ol k X X 

( / •/■ ^ J ) (2 35) 

which is the same expression we found for the sing"e coil 

drive probe. 

Case 3. the wire driven probe. In this case he current 

I sin x flowing along the wire generates a circular field Hy. 

This field interacts with the steady field along the axis of 

we obtain 

V-- K, 
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the wire and generates a resultant field Hj,. The induction 

Bp is not directly portional to Hr, so the induction vector 
i ' ' . ' " ' * 

will lie along the H vector, hut the magnitude will trace 

out a saturation curve such as the solid line, shovm In 

fig. 3. Thus, the component of induction along the wire, Bz, 

will change, and then induce a voltage in the output coil. 

Prom fig. 3 we see that 

th- 1? 9 = 
H, 

Qfc. "lovx -t) K, 

h 
, avc-ltfh , 

sy \\ 
Qn. 4** [asiht) . 

Using our previous notation, we have 

(2*36) 

V *= 

- -K, 

dff 

TS 

P COJ* ,Vi [Wv iS!- k M]. 
(2*37) 

There will he no cosine series in this case, so the second 

harmonic expression becomes 

cUx) siwi* dy^ 
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Figure 3. Vector diagram of operation of wire drive probe 



2k 

K - K, n* r J ■ t -L- f xj j# 
17 i d l+A^'x * Jo :—: ~z— 

x3-*-vO X 

-L f 'r . ^ 
OL, Ja 

yJu^y y AA*' (CL *ULJX) dK I 

(2.38) 
As these are all even functions, we can change the limit to 

JY 
Q L and then 

vz-K, rl-J’tl, 
JL 

eU ^ (2-39) 
Sf we integrate by parts, we get 

-£-j " C*&4L> X OhA* 

thus 

% p\r 
■h 
J 

btev Xdy (2.40) 

o j + 0.^4-4. ’’y 

?*• 
Os 

(2-4l) 

This integration can be found in standard tables and 

X r “ L + ^fa^) ft 
A Co AcJ / l i-CL' 

JL 
AaL 

fi ia -/ 

It can be shown that 

T ; —I 

,14 

M 

& - a, J 

(2.4s) 

(2-43) 
s o that 
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V,- K nfc-J» 
l V/ «v -/ 

^ —i ^ ■ 2-I (2*44) 
The plot of second harmonic output voltage versus drive 

field for .these three types of probe is shorn in fig 4. We 

conclude that on the basis of this calculation, the three 

probe types have almost identical characteristics. To get 

maximum output voltage per unit field change we should s 

1. set a to the value corresponding to maximum V, 

2. make was large as practical, 
3. pick a material viith high/^ and high Bs, 

4* make the cross sectional area of the core as large 

as possible* 

In this calculation, we have neglected the effects of 

hysteresis and eddy currents, which may necessitate modifying 

statement 2* 
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Figure 4. Second harmonic output voltage versus.drive field 
for flux-gate magnetometer probes 
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2* Magnetometer circuits. 

A block diagram of the magnetometer circuit is shown in 

fig 5. A Hewlett Packard 200CD Audio Oscillator provides 

the drive signal, and a reference signal for the detector. 

The output of the oscillator is coupled to the probe through 

a polarity reversing switch and a transformer for impedance 

matching. All three types of probe have almost zero resistance 

at HQ^ temperature so the same source can be used with any 

type. 

The output of the probe is taken to a narrow band 

amplifier tuned to the second harmonic of the driving frequency. 

The amplifier circuit is shown in fig <$. This is a straight¬ 

forward circuit using field-effect transistors for low noise 

operation at high impedance levels. A twin-tee filter at 
V.- 

the input removes the fundamental component of the signal. If 

the fundamental were allowed into the tuned circuits, 

nonlinearities would generate a second harmonic that would 

contribute an error. The output has a twin-tee to remove the 

third harmonic of the driving frequency. The amplifier has 

a gain of 4000 at 12.07KC. with a 3db band width of 100cps. 

The response at 6.O35KC and 18-105KC is at least 80db down 

from the response at 12.07&C. The noise measured with a RMS 

voltmeter and with input open is 1.0/^ volt referred to the 

input. 

The output of the amplifier is then applied to a Princeton 

Applied Research Go. model JB-4 Lock-in Amplifier. The driving 
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signal is coupled to the reference input through a silicon 

diode to give a second harmonic signal for reference. The 

equivalent hand width of the Lock-in is 0.1cps., so the 

noise of the combined amplifier and Lock-in is 1 x 10 ^ volts 

referred to the input* 

The balanced DC output is fed to a differential DC 

amplifier with a gain of 100. The balanced output is fed 

directly to the magnetometer balance coil through a precision 

resistor. The DC amplifier can provide g.^ma. to the coil. 

Thhemeaoured coil constant is 193.7 gauss/amp., so the system 

can measure a field 

j H l — 0* $ 

The current in the balance coil sets the field at the flux- 

gate to essentially aero. To measure a field, we measure the 

voltage across the precision resistor and this gives 

H- O. (437 

The tuning procedure of the system is straightforward. 

First vie connect the oscillator to the tuned amplifier and 

connect a voltmeter to the test point following the 6.035KG 

twin-tee. The oscillator is then set to give a minimum reading 

on the voltmeter. The system is then set for operation. We 

place the probe in a small external field with the balance 

coil disconnected. She amplifier is then tuned for maximum 

output. The Lock-in is tuned according to its instruction 

manual. The balance eoil Is now connected, and the system 
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should be in operation* 

The polarity reversingswitch in the input vtas included 

a, a elec, or circuit cpcraticn.^ TUc ***** fieid rcaiins 

should^not change v/hen the driving polarity is reversed* 
4 

''I' •' ’ 
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3* Probe design 

A typical wire drive probe is shown in fig 7. A 3/32 

in. diameter ceramic or quartz tube is placed in a, 7/32 

in. diameter brass tube. A solenoid is close wound on the 

brass tube with #44AWG HP magnet wire* The pick-up coil is 

close wound on the ceramic tube with #48A¥G HP magnet wire, , 

Typically this coil is wound in one layer with about 800 

turns total. Inside the ceramic tube is a 1 cm length of #36 

wire of ferromagnetic material with platinum leads butt welded 

to each end. T&eobutt welding is done by discharging a 

cgpacitor through the wires when they are held in contact. 

The machine used for this was constructed from a design given 
iq 

in the literature. 

The material used for the core is Conetic AA drawn into 

wire. This material was furnished by Magnetic Shield Div#, 

Perfection Mica Go. We have found that this material is 

certainly not the best for this purpose. Gonetic AA is a 

commercial magnetic material and the composition is unknown. 

However* from published electrical data, it appears to have 

a lower permeability than other high quality magnetic materials. 

Other materials in wire form have been very difficult to obtain* 

but we do have some samples of 4-79 Mo-Permalloy that we 

obtained from the Schoendist Instrument Co, It is expected 

that this material should give a substantial improvement in 

operation. 

After the lead wires have been welded on the core, the 
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material must be annealed to regain its magnetic properties. 

The material is annealed in a dry hydrogen atmosphere for 

two hours at 1150°G. The furnace is then cut off and the 

temperature is allowed to drop slowly to ambient. This 

procedure seems to give as good performance as any other 

we have tried. During the anneal cycle, the cores, are 

kept in their ceramic holders so they never have to be 

touched after annealing. The ceramic holders are placed 

on a quartz boat in a quartz furnace tube. About 

Ip liter/hour of dry hydrogen is circulated through the 

tube while it is in the furnace* 

The pick-up coil is wound directly on the ceramic 

tube after the anneal. Great care is taken so as not to 

bend, Strain,' br 'otherwise disturb the core during the 

winding process. In this manner we hope to attain maximum 

performance from the magnetic core material. 
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4 • System Operation 

The system described in Section 2 has been tested 

exfcensivily. The output of the probe per turn of the pick-tip 

coil is 0.4 x volt/milligauss. Using the analysis of 

Section 1, the output voltage should be 4 x t o~^ volt/milligauss. 

The noise level of the system corresponds to t x 10**^ gauss 

so measurements of fields as small as 1 x 10”^ gauss can be 

made* 

The lock-in amplifier limits us to a maximum frequency 

of 7.5SC. At this frequency we cannot see any serious 

deterioration of the output due to hysteresis or eddycurrents. 

With a loek*-in amplifier having a higher frequency 

range $ the sensitivity could be increased by raising the 

frequency. As stated before, a better core material should 

also Improve sensitivity. A third method to improve sensitivity 

is to match the output impedance of the probe to the input 

impedance of the amplifier. If this is done with a regular 

transformer, pick up and hum from external sources overload 

the input stage of the amplifier. A shielded transformer 

with torroidal core should overcome this problem, and this 

should give a substantial increase in sensitivity. The 

combination of the above three improvements should give at 

least two orders of magnitude Improvement in sensitivity. 
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C. Cryogenics. 

A diagram of the pressure control system used in this 

experiment is 3hown in fig 8; This system was designed and 

hullt by Ti I; Smith for use on another problem; TheesHe^ 

vapor pressure is sensed by a 3/8 in; tube projecting below 

the radiation shields in the dewar. With this size tube and 

at the pressures i^sed> any flow correction should be negligable. 

The pressure gage was constructed by Texas Instruments, Inc. 

and uses a quartz bourdon tube. The instrument has voltage 

output that is zero when the pressure is equal to that set on 

the gage, and positive or negative depending on whether the 

pressure is above or below that set point. 

The output of the pressure gage is connected to a Dyiiec 

DC amplifier with a gain of 1000. Theaoutput of the DC 

amplifier fedds a 5K resistor placed at the bottom of the 

dewar. A silicon diode is placed in series with the resistor 

so a current can flow only when the pressure is below that 

set on the gage. 

Also connected to the output of the DC amplifier is a 

Brown servo-amplifier. A 1.5 volt battery is connected in 

series with the input of the servo-amplifier so it will null 

with 1.5 volts applied across the 5IC resistor. Th&sservo- 

amplifier controls a servo motor that drives a needle valve 

which controls the pumping rate. 

The system is very smooth in operation and comes into 
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equilibrium in about five minutes. At equilibrium, the pressure 

is held to better than 1 part in 10,000 with a steady heat leak 

of 0.45mw at the bottom of the dewar. 

As pointed out by Schwe ttman* ^0 temperature measurements 
k in a He bath above the lambda point are complicated by the 

presence of ;thermal gradients in the bath. Large temperature 

gradients are reduced by evaporation. Evaporation is effective 

as long as the gradient dT/dh satisfies the condition 

Jr 
Jh ^ PS ( 

a r 
d P ) jaJlMAn idUb 

6* 
Convection can reduce the temperature further and is effective 

as long as 

dr K_ 
dh > /°$ ft 3 

where 

K- ( <PC,) 

21 Measurements have shown* that if a steady stream of 

bubbles rises through the bath* the temperature gradient will 

be equal to the larger of these two. In our experiment* the 

heat leak at the bottom should satisfy this condition so re 

will take 

dl. rcH 
P 9&J c) p j 

The depth of He^ in the bath was measured with a 

capacitance level indicator. This instrument was designed 
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arid constructed by 5* Smith, The depth was measured 

after each set of temperature measurements* 

The temperatures were taken from the 1958 He^ Scale. 

This reference also includes tabulations of density and 

( dP/dT )Vp for hydrostatic head corrections. 

22 
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III, Results and Discussion 

The results of the measurements are shown in Table 2. 

They are compared to measurements by Shaw et. al.^3 To make 

the comparison we took Shaw * s data and with a computer 

program used the least square method to fit it to a polynorainal 

dr
1 (3.,) 

w| found the coefficients to be 

'■■■■>. a - 284|39 

b - -26,751 

c r O.19652 

with a mean deviation equivalent to 6 x 10~3°K. The value 

of Tc at H — 0 from the polynominal' is-T ~ 3.4094°K* This 

is compared to the value of Tc a 3.4o80°K given by Shaw*s 

paper.: 

To facilitate comparison, the computer was used to make 

a table of Hc and Tc from eq. 3.1 for millidegree increments 

in Tc from T f 3*000oK to 3*^19°^ and in five millidegree 

increments from T " 0 to T ~ 3*000°K* 

A comparison of Shaw* a data with other measurements is 

given in Table 3* All temperatures are corrected to the 

1958 He^ temperature Scales 

The Indium sample used in our measurements was obtained 

from United Mineral and Chemical Corp. and has a purity of 
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SABLE 3 

COMPARISON OP TRANSITION TEMPERATURES 
AT ZERO FIELD 

Transition temperature 
1958 He4 Scale 

°K 

Reference 

3-k05 <r. 
24 

G. Daunt, 1939 

3*358 AM D. Misener, 19402^ 

3-365 3 M W« Stout & L. Outtmah, 1952' 

3-387 3 • R. Clement &JB. Quinnell, 
195027 

N. L. Muench, 1955^ 

3.4080 R. W. Shaw, D. E. MapotherPq 
& D. C. Hopkins, 1960^^ 
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99*999$>* ®ie sample was melted and allowed to solidify 

in a 2mm precision bore tube under a vacuum. The sample 

was left in the tube for the measurements. No attempt 

was made to form a single crystal. The purity of our 

sample was better than that used by Shawj however, he 

used a single crystal sample. 

The values of transition width gives for comparison 

in Table 2 were calculated on the basis of the field change 

mentioned in Sec. II.A. and sample demagnetizing factor. 

Prom Table 2, only one of our values agrees closely 

with Shaw’s. The other two have errors of ~0.008°K and 

-0.010°K respectively. It would seem that if the errors 

were due to sample effects, all would be of similar size. 

We are therefore led to suspect the measurement method, 

and in particular, the temperature measurements. The 

use of vapor pressure measurements over the bath is not 

reliable, as the hydrostatic head correction is not known 

to high accuracy. In the future, for temperature measure¬ 

ments, the use of a vapor pressure bulb or calibrated 

resistor at the sample is planned. This should improve the 

measurements. 
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